
SUMMER SLAM RACING CLASS INFORMATION:

Roll Racing Classes-We will run 3 Time Shot runs to evaluate the field of racers competing. The group will then
be broken down to 2 or more classes for elimination rounds to ensure a level playing field. We will crown the
champions of each class based on their MPH. The fastest MPH per class will be the winner(s) (This class will be split
into multiple groups based on qualifying results) ROLL RACING IS FRIDAY ONLY!

The Streetcar Shootout class is geared around the all out street car. The racer who wants to push the limits of
what some would even call a “street car” - We look forward to seeing some of the events fastest times in this class!
(This class will be split into multiple groups based on qualifying results)

The Stick Shift class brings out an insane mix of Stick Shift race cars. These Stick Shift class racers are always
putting on a show with intense rivalries, side by side racing and record setting action potential on every pass! (This
class will be split into multiple groups based on qualifying results)

The 58 vs VQ/VR30 class debuted in 2022 with a full field of racers and a great class of mixed makes and models
running either a 58 or VQ/VR30 engine. The class is packed with BMW, Nissan and Infiniti vehicles, this class is
loaded with competitive rivalries as to which platform is best. The crown went to an Infiniti in 2022 and the 58 guys
are ready to come take it back! No A90/A91 Supras in this class!

The Daza’s vs The 58’s class is built specifically around the battle between the DAZA and 58 power plants. The
daza motor is found in Audi TTRS and RS3 models- The B58 and S58 Engine comes in a variety of BMW’s such as
the 340 m3/m4 and others as well as the A90 Supra. This class is for the top tier A90, DAZA and 58 vehicles. Racers
looking to run all out against their industry rivals! We hope to see a new A90 and DAZA World Record right out the
gate during qualifying and some super tight racing during Elimination rounds.

Super Heavy Weight Battle - This class is for 2014 and newer vehicles that meet a minimum weight of 4500lbs.
This class will be packed with TRX’S, Trackhawk’s, F150’S and other heavy girls!!

AWD vs DCT - As the description states, open to anything AWD and or DCT can enter this class. This is a run
what you brung class that will see many GTR’S, Huracans, R8’s, Porshce’s, McClaren’s and other AWD and or DCT
platforms.

10.50 Index - Our 10.50 Index class always has a full field of extremely dialed in cars. These racers fight for
positions down to the thousandths- and you can guarantee great side by side racing.

11.50 Index - The 11.50 Index class always has a full field of hungry racers. We will see a lot of great side by side
competitive drag racing with the winners coming down to reaction times.

Bracket Shootout -This is a Bracket style class meaning racers enter in their dial in time. This class is open to
everyone and will be a competitive mix of different makes and models.

Full Send Fun Runs- For the guy who hates rules and just wants to run a number! No Rules, No Limitations-
FULL SEND!
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